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What do we want to know 

about bulges?

How and when do they form?

What populations do they contain? What are their 

compositions?

What is their connection to other galaxy components 

(disks, bars, halos)?



Bulge formation scenarios
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Stellar population modeling: 

basics, caveats, and 

calibrations



How can we measure the 

ages of unresolved galaxies?
Colors don’t help!

at least not for old 

galaxies

Why not?

Colors come from red 

giant branch and main 

sequence

Degenerate to changes 

in age and composition!

Note that optical-NIR 
colors have SOME power 
but not for SSPs - need 
COMPOSITE populations, 
so that young 
populations are present 
(Lee+ 07)



How can we measure the 

ages of unresolved galaxies?
Colors don’t help!

at least not for old 

galaxies

Why not?

Colors come from red 

giant branch and main 

sequence

Degenerate to changes 

in age and composition!

Only MS turnoff 

changes!

3x lower age

2x higher [Fe/H]

Note that optical-NIR 
colors have SOME power 
but not for SSPs - need 
COMPOSITE populations, 
so that young 
populations are present 
(Lee+ 07)



An example of the age-

metallicity degeneracy

Two spectra with

5 Gyr, [Fe/H]=-0.4

15 Gyr, [Fe/H]=-0.7

Can you tell the 

difference? H! Mgb

Fe5270
Fe5335

Vazdekis MILES models



An example of the age-
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How can we break 

the t-Z degeneracy?
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How can we break 

the t-Z degeneracy?

Metal lines arise from 

coolest stars: RGB & 

lower MS (invisible at 

optical wavelengths)
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How can we break 

the t-Z degeneracy?

Metal lines arise from 

coolest stars: RGB & 

lower MS (invisible at 

optical wavelengths)

Balmer lines of H arise 

from hottest stars 

(cooler than mid-B): 

main-sequence turn-off 

(MSTO)

nonlinearly sensitive 

to temperature
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A historical note

Rabin (1980,1982) and Gunn, Stryker & Tinsley (1981) 

independently pointed out that Balmer line strengths 

allowed for accurate age-dating of single stellar 

populations

Rabin (1982) made first index-index diagram to 

decouple age and metallicity: the “hydrogen-metals 

diagnostic diagram”
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How do we analyze unresolved 

stellar populations?

First, build stellar population model

Stellar interiors: compute isochrone and populate 

using initial mass function (IMF)

theoretical

be sure to include mass loss!

calibrate using globular and open clusters

Stellar atmospheres: determine flux distribution and 

absorption-line strengths

mostly empirical (libraries of stellar spectra)



Predict line strengths and compare to observed 

galaxies

Note inconsistency between stellar populations using 

different metal-line strengths!
due to [!/Fe]!0 in massive early-type galaxies

!-elements include Mg, Si, Na, S, and other even-numbered 

elements

A
g
e

Metallicity

Galaxy data from González93, Fisher+95, Trager+08

Models from Worthey94



Can separate out ["/Fe] effect from age and metallicity 

by combining indexes cleverly (González93, Tantalo+ 

96, Trager+00b, Thomas+03)

roughly reflects SNeII/SNeIa ratio: duration of star formation

Early-type galaxy data from González93 & Fisher+95, models from Bruzual&Charlot03 & Trager+08
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SSP models with ["/Fe]!0 are now a big industry

Trager+ (2000a): Worthey (1994) models + Tripicco & 

Bell (1995) -- only three stars with ["/Fe]!0, scaled-

solar isochrones

Thomas+ (2005): Maraston (2005) models + Korn+ 

(2005) -- three stars with ["/Fe]!0 per metallicity, 

scaled-solar isochrones

Schiavon (2007): scaled-solar or ["/Fe]!0 

isochrones*, three stars with ["/Fe]!0 per metallicity 

(Korn+05); also allows [X/Fe] !0

Coelho+ (2007): new ["/Fe]!0 evolutionary tracks + 

new ["/Fe]!0 synthetic spectra at each isochrone 

point (but not fully calibrated yet)



Dotter+ (2007) + Lee+ 

(2008): fully self-

consistent stellar 

interiors+atmospheres 

with any of 11 

elemental mixes, based 

on deviations from 

empirical stellar spectra

but only solar 

metallicity so far,

and only indices

Stellar Population Models and Individual Element Abundances. II. 27

Fig. 10.— Displacements are shown in diagrams of H! as a function of Fe5406 as each chemical element is enhanced by 0.3 dex, except
carbon, which is enhanced by 0.2 dex. In the lower right panel, solar-scaled chemical mixtures of [Fe/H] = !2.0, !1.0, !0.5, 0.0, and 0.5
are connected at 1, 2, 5, and 12 Gyr. To guide the eye, the [Fe/H] = 0.5 line is marked with plus signs at given ages. Also in the lower
right panel, the "-elements enhanced case at fixed [Fe/H] is shown (see text).

Lee+ (2008)



Note that “ages”, “metallicities” and “enhancement 

ratios” are line-strength-weighted quantities

We compute these parameters assuming the 

population is a single-burst stellar population

Our parameters are therefore “SSP-equivalent” 

parameters

Trager & Somerville (2009) use semi-analytic models 

(Somerville+08) to generate mock line-strength 

catalogs to understand the properties of these SSP-

equivalent parameters

Caveats



What do SSP-equivalent 

ages represent?
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What do SSP-equivalent 

ages represent?

SSP-equivalent age poorly correlated with mass- 

and light-weighted ages (in early-type galaxies)
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SSP-equivalent age 

correlates best with 

birthrate of stars in 

last 0.1-2 Gyr

Trager&Somerville09



Reason is simple: 

Late bursts of star formation (RSF=residual star 

formation) make H! ages much younger than ‘true’ 

mass-weighted ages (see Trager+00b, Serra & 

Trager07)

young

young

old

old



Reason is simple: 

Late bursts of star formation (RSF=residual star 

formation) make H! ages much younger than ‘true’ 

mass-weighted ages (see Trager+00b, Serra & 

Trager07)

10%

10%



What do SSP-equivalent 

metallicities represent?

SSP-equivalent metallicity is basically equivalent to 

mass- or light-weighted metallicity
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note slight offset due to 
metal-poor stars 
contributing more to 
indices than to light



Calibration of stellar 

population models

Ricardo Schiavon and his collaborators have pushed 

very hard to calibrate SSP models using globular and 

open cluster spectra

Schiavon+ 2002a,b; Schiavon 2007; Graves & 

Schiavon 2008

thanks Ricardo!



Some rules of thumb for constructing and calibrating 

SSP models from Schiavon’s work:

Use the same isochrones for SSP models as used 

for measuring ages of clusters

Make sure the LFs of the observed and model RGB 

and AGB match (e.g., check mass loss!)

Make sure the atmospheric parameters of the stellar 

library are homogeneous and cover the appropriate 

part of (Teff, log g, [Fe/H]) space

If possible, make sure CN weak/strong stars 

properly represented as well



Calibration of 

Schiavon07 models by 

Graves & Schiavon 

(2008)

Only significant 

problem is NGC 6121, 

which has strong BHB

Be careful with 

models at [Fe/H]<-1!

cf. Maraston & 

Thomas (2000), 

Trager+ (2005) Graves & Schiavon (2008)
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significant disagreement with the value !Fe/H " # $0:1 reported
by Carretta et al. (2001). For calcium, there is one cluster only for
which the 0.2 dex requirement is not met. For all the others, we
meet the 0.1 dex goal. Given that this is the first systematic attempt
at deriving abundances for all these five elements from integrated
light, these results can be considered very satisfactory. Below we
discuss the few exceptions for which agreement is not so good.

Although the values of [Fe/H] determined by EZ_Ages are
almost all within the 0.2 dex requirement, they are consistently
slightly lower than the literature abundances determined from
invidual stars. The zero point for [Fe/H] in the models is based
on the [Fe/H] measurements for the stellar library from which
the S07 model is constructed (the S07 models have not been
separately calibrated to the Solar spectrum) and the zero point is
not known to perfect accuracy. A systematic 0.1 dex under-

prediction of [Fe/H] by the models is possible. However, this is
not necessarily more uncertain than the zero points in the cluster
abundance determinations from individual stars. In the case of
NGC 6528, for which multiple literature sources are available,
the abundance determinations in the literature show substantial
scatter: 0.25 dex in [Fe/H], 0.07 dex in [Mg/Fe], and 0.63 in
[Ca/Fe]. In this context, it is difficult to address zero-point issues
on the order of 0.1 dex by comparison with existing cluster data.

In generalwe note that, for some clusters, elemental abundances
determined by different groups are in substantial disagreement,
which makes the task of interpreting our results a little more com-
plicated. That is especially the case of NGC6528mentioned above,
for which iron abundances from two groups differ by%0.25 dex,
and calcium abundances differ by more than 0.6 dex. While a
definitive statement on our ability to match that cluster’s abun-
dances with EZ_Ages awaits the solution of this discrepancy, we
call attention to the fact that agreement with the average values is
very good.

EZ_Ages also performs very well in age determinations. For
all clusters, with the sole exception of NGC 6121, the 0.2 dex
requirement is met, and for 47 Tuc and M67, the 0.1 dex goal is
also achieved. For NGC 6121, the age obtained is too young
because of the contribution by blue HB stars, which tend to boost
the strength of Balmer lines in the spectra of old stellar pop-
ulations, mimicking a younger age (see x 3.2). The effect of
blue HB stars on Balmer lines has been pointed out in previous
studies (de Freitas Pacheco & Barbuy 1995; Maraston & Thomas
2000; Schiavon et al. 2004b; Trager et al. 2005; S07) and it can
potentially lead to age underestimates.

The cluster NGC 6441 also contains blue HB stars (Rich et al.
1997), but EZ_Ages determines a relatively old age for the cluster
when using the H! index in the modeling process, which seems to
contradict this interpretation. Unfortunately, we could not find a
CMD-based age for this cluster in the literature sowe cannotmake
a statement about how the age result from EZ_Ages compares to
an independent age estimate. However, when the bluer Balmer
line H"F is used in the modeling of NGC 6441, EZ_Ages finds
a younger age than that determined from H!, suggesting that the
influence of the blue HB stars does show up in H"F . As discussed
by Schiavon et al. (2004b) the signature of blue HB stars is
stronger at bluer wavelengths, so that they tend to impact age

Fig. 5.—Comparison of EZ_Ages age ( log t), [Fe/H], [Mg/Fe], [C/Fe],
[N/Fe], and [Ca/Fe] estimates with values from the literature. Error bars indi-
cate the mean observational errors for our cluster data. Not all cluster parameters
are available in the literature. For NGC 6528, two sets of abundances are available
from different groups and these differ substantially (see Table 3). The individual
literature values are plotted in gray, with an average of the two literature values
plotted in black. For 47 Tuc, [C/Fe] and [N/Fe] abundances in the literature are
computed separately for CN-weak and CN-strong stars. Here we compare the
EZ_Ages results for [C/Fe] and [N/Fe] against the average over both sets of
stars, as this best simulates their combined contribution to the integrated light

TABLE 3

EZ_Ages Cluster Abundances Compared to Literature

Cluster Source Agea [Fe/H] [Mg/Fe] [C/Fe] [N/Fe] [Ca/Fe] Reference

NGC 6121.................... EZ_Ages 7:6$0:8
&0:7 &1:30 ' 0:09 $0:36 ' 0:11 &0:12 ' 0:02 0:15 ' 0:15 &0:05 ' 0:10 . . .

Literature 13b &1:18 ' 0:00 $0:44 ' 0:02 . . . . . . $0:26 ' 0:02 1, 2

47 Tuc .......................... EZ_Ages 13:9$max
&3:0

c &0:80 ' 0:09 $0:28 ' 0:05 &0:16 ' 0:03 $0:66 ' 0:08 $0:08 ' 0:03 . . .
Literature 12 &0:7 ' 0:05 $0:4 ' 0:1 &0.2/0.0d +1.1/+0.3d $0:2 ' 0:1 3, 4, 5

NGC 6441.................... EZ_Ages 11:5$1:9
&1:5 &0:64 ' 0:07 $0:17 ' 0:08 &0:20 ' 0:05 $0:54 ' 0:13 $0:01 ' 0:08 . . .

Literature . . . &0:43 ' 0:08 $0:34 ' 0:09 . . . . . . $0:03 ' 0:04 6

NGC 6528.................... EZ_Ages 14:6$max
&2:0

c &0:26 ' 0:06 $0:12 ' 0:06 &0:04 ' 0:04 $0:31 ' 0:08 &0:07 ' 0:05 . . .
Literature 11 &0.15/+0.1e +0.07/+0.14e . . . . . . &0.40/+0.23e 7, 8, 9, 10

M67.............................. EZ_Ages 4:0$1:0
&0:58 &0:09 ' 0:05 0:03 ' 0:05 &0:07 ' 0:03 &0:01 ' 0:05 &0:03 ' 0:07 . . .

Literature 3.5 0:0 ' 0:1 0:0 ' 0:1 0:0 ' 0:1 0:0 ' 0:1 0:0 ' 0:1 11, 12, 13

a All reported ages are estimated from H!, except for 47 Tuc, which falls off the model grids in H!-hFei and is therefore calculated using H#F .
b Age determined from relative ages of NGC 6121 and 47 Tuc in Salaris & Weiss (2002) using 47 Tuc age from Schiavon et al. (2002b)
c Positive age errors cannot be calculated by EZ_Ages because they exceed the maximum 15.8 Gyr age of the models.
d Values are given for both CN-strong and CN-weak models, indicated as CN-strong/CN-weak.
e Results differ substantially between authors. Reported abundances are Zoccali et al. (2004) and Barbuy et al. (2004)/Carretta et al. (2001).
References.—(1) Salaris & Weiss (2002); (2) Ivans et al. (1999); (3) Schiavon et al. (2002a, 2002b); (4) Briley et al. (2004); (5) Carretta et al. (2004); (6) Gratton

et al. (2006); (7) Ortolani et al. (2001); (8) Zoccali et al. (2004); (9) Barbuy et al. (2004); (10) Carretta et al. (2001); (11) Schiavon et al. (2004a, 2004b); (12) Tautvaisiene
et al. (2000); (13) Shetrone & Sanquist (2000).
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significant disagreement with the value !Fe/H " # $0:1 reported
by Carretta et al. (2001). For calcium, there is one cluster only for
which the 0.2 dex requirement is not met. For all the others, we
meet the 0.1 dex goal. Given that this is the first systematic attempt
at deriving abundances for all these five elements from integrated
light, these results can be considered very satisfactory. Below we
discuss the few exceptions for which agreement is not so good.

Although the values of [Fe/H] determined by EZ_Ages are
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scatter: 0.25 dex in [Fe/H], 0.07 dex in [Mg/Fe], and 0.63 in
[Ca/Fe]. In this context, it is difficult to address zero-point issues
on the order of 0.1 dex by comparison with existing cluster data.
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determined by different groups are in substantial disagreement,
which makes the task of interpreting our results a little more com-
plicated. That is especially the case of NGC6528mentioned above,
for which iron abundances from two groups differ by%0.25 dex,
and calcium abundances differ by more than 0.6 dex. While a
definitive statement on our ability to match that cluster’s abun-
dances with EZ_Ages awaits the solution of this discrepancy, we
call attention to the fact that agreement with the average values is
very good.

EZ_Ages also performs very well in age determinations. For
all clusters, with the sole exception of NGC 6121, the 0.2 dex
requirement is met, and for 47 Tuc and M67, the 0.1 dex goal is
also achieved. For NGC 6121, the age obtained is too young
because of the contribution by blue HB stars, which tend to boost
the strength of Balmer lines in the spectra of old stellar pop-
ulations, mimicking a younger age (see x 3.2). The effect of
blue HB stars on Balmer lines has been pointed out in previous
studies (de Freitas Pacheco & Barbuy 1995; Maraston & Thomas
2000; Schiavon et al. 2004b; Trager et al. 2005; S07) and it can
potentially lead to age underestimates.

The cluster NGC 6441 also contains blue HB stars (Rich et al.
1997), but EZ_Ages determines a relatively old age for the cluster
when using the H! index in the modeling process, which seems to
contradict this interpretation. Unfortunately, we could not find a
CMD-based age for this cluster in the literature sowe cannotmake
a statement about how the age result from EZ_Ages compares to
an independent age estimate. However, when the bluer Balmer
line H"F is used in the modeling of NGC 6441, EZ_Ages finds
a younger age than that determined from H!, suggesting that the
influence of the blue HB stars does show up in H"F . As discussed
by Schiavon et al. (2004b) the signature of blue HB stars is
stronger at bluer wavelengths, so that they tend to impact age

Fig. 5.—Comparison of EZ_Ages age ( log t), [Fe/H], [Mg/Fe], [C/Fe],
[N/Fe], and [Ca/Fe] estimates with values from the literature. Error bars indi-
cate the mean observational errors for our cluster data. Not all cluster parameters
are available in the literature. For NGC 6528, two sets of abundances are available
from different groups and these differ substantially (see Table 3). The individual
literature values are plotted in gray, with an average of the two literature values
plotted in black. For 47 Tuc, [C/Fe] and [N/Fe] abundances in the literature are
computed separately for CN-weak and CN-strong stars. Here we compare the
EZ_Ages results for [C/Fe] and [N/Fe] against the average over both sets of
stars, as this best simulates their combined contribution to the integrated light

TABLE 3
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&0:7 &1:30 ' 0:09 $0:36 ' 0:11 &0:12 ' 0:02 0:15 ' 0:15 &0:05 ' 0:10 . . .

Literature 13b &1:18 ' 0:00 $0:44 ' 0:02 . . . . . . $0:26 ' 0:02 1, 2

47 Tuc .......................... EZ_Ages 13:9$max
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c &0:80 ' 0:09 $0:28 ' 0:05 &0:16 ' 0:03 $0:66 ' 0:08 $0:08 ' 0:03 . . .
Literature 12 &0:7 ' 0:05 $0:4 ' 0:1 &0.2/0.0d +1.1/+0.3d $0:2 ' 0:1 3, 4, 5
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&1:5 &0:64 ' 0:07 $0:17 ' 0:08 &0:20 ' 0:05 $0:54 ' 0:13 $0:01 ' 0:08 . . .

Literature . . . &0:43 ' 0:08 $0:34 ' 0:09 . . . . . . $0:03 ' 0:04 6

NGC 6528.................... EZ_Ages 14:6$max
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c &0:26 ' 0:06 $0:12 ' 0:06 &0:04 ' 0:04 $0:31 ' 0:08 &0:07 ' 0:05 . . .
Literature 11 &0.15/+0.1e +0.07/+0.14e . . . . . . &0.40/+0.23e 7, 8, 9, 10

M67.............................. EZ_Ages 4:0$1:0
&0:58 &0:09 ' 0:05 0:03 ' 0:05 &0:07 ' 0:03 &0:01 ' 0:05 &0:03 ' 0:07 . . .

Literature 3.5 0:0 ' 0:1 0:0 ' 0:1 0:0 ' 0:1 0:0 ' 0:1 0:0 ' 0:1 11, 12, 13

a All reported ages are estimated from H!, except for 47 Tuc, which falls off the model grids in H!-hFei and is therefore calculated using H#F .
b Age determined from relative ages of NGC 6121 and 47 Tuc in Salaris & Weiss (2002) using 47 Tuc age from Schiavon et al. (2002b)
c Positive age errors cannot be calculated by EZ_Ages because they exceed the maximum 15.8 Gyr age of the models.
d Values are given for both CN-strong and CN-weak models, indicated as CN-strong/CN-weak.
e Results differ substantially between authors. Reported abundances are Zoccali et al. (2004) and Barbuy et al. (2004)/Carretta et al. (2001).
References.—(1) Salaris & Weiss (2002); (2) Ivans et al. (1999); (3) Schiavon et al. (2002a, 2002b); (4) Briley et al. (2004); (5) Carretta et al. (2004); (6) Gratton

et al. (2006); (7) Ortolani et al. (2001); (8) Zoccali et al. (2004); (9) Barbuy et al. (2004); (10) Carretta et al. (2001); (11) Schiavon et al. (2004a, 2004b); (12) Tautvaisiene
et al. (2000); (13) Shetrone & Sanquist (2000).
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The stellar populations of 

spiral galaxy bulges



Lots of studies in this decade:

Proctor & Sansom (2002), reanalyzed by Thomas & 

Davies (2005): edge-on early-type spirals

Moorthy & Holtzman (2006): S0-Sc bulges, variety of 

inclinations

Jablonka, Gorgas & Goudfrooij (2007): edge-on S0-

Sc spirals

Peletier+ (2007): Sa bulges, variety of inclinations

Ganda+ (2007): Sb-Sd bulges, mildly inclined

Morelli+ (2008): face-on early-type cluster spirals

MacArthur, González & Courteau (2009): face-on 

late-type bulges



Peletier+07: SAURON 

bulges (Sa)

24 Sa galaxies with a variety of inclinations taken with 

the Integral Field Spectrograph SAURON

gives MAPS of line strengths (and emission lines and 

kinematics, too)

can be interpreted as MAPS of SSP-equivalent 

parameters



A sample of SAURON Sa’s
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variety of stellar 
populations: smoothly old 
objects, peaked young 
stars, peaked peaked OLD 
stars, rings of SF, etc.



Central populations of Sa’s
Sa’s are generally younger, 

more metal-poor, and less 

"-enhanced than E/S0s

but similar metallicities and 

["/Fe] as E/S0s of same # 

(cf. Thomas & Davies 05)

larger scatter in SSP-

equivalent age, young 

populations common

Some galaxies difficult to fit 

with SSPs

The SAURON project – XI 457

Figure 2. Index–index diagram showing the central line indices H! and
MgFe50 (in Å) in circular apertures with radius 1.2 arcsec for the Sa galaxies
(in blue, with representative error bars), together with integrated indices
within re/8 (red) for the early-type galaxies of paper VI (in red), and with
SSP models by Thomas et al. (2003). Shown are models with [Mg/Fe] =
0. In the models metallicity goes up from left to right (from Z = !2.25 to
0.35) and age goes up from top to bottom (from 0.1 to 15 Gyr). The black
crosses are the central values for the 10 spiral galaxies of Proctor & Sansom
(2002), for which they claim to have reliable corrections for H! emission.

young and old stellar populations, implying that our "2 method
to derive the abundance ratio breaks down here. One can illustrate
this as follows: four of the spirals have been indicated with blue-
yellow open symbols. These four are the objects that deviate most
from the early-type galaxies and show apparently high [Mg/Fe] for
low central velocity dispersion. The objects are NGC 1056, 2273,
4383 and 5953. Inspection of their line strength maps shows that
all four have large central H! values, indicating objects in which a
significant fraction of the light comes from young ("1 Gyr) stellar
populations. These objects most likely cannot be fitted with SSP
models, so for those we cannot use the Mg b–Fe 5015 diagram to
derive their [Mg/Fe] abundance ratio.

Following the currently most popular explanation of nucleosyn-
thesis models Mg predominantly comes from Supernovae Type II,
while Fe mainly comes from Type Ia (Worthey, Faber & Gonzalez
1992; Weiss, Peletier & Matteucci 1995). The SF history of ellipti-
cal galaxies is thought to be such that most of the stars are formed
in the first Gyr, while this time-scale for spirals is supposed to be
much longer. Note, however, that there are several modes of SF in
spirals. If SF is quiescent, which is generally the case for late type
spirals, solar Mg/Fe ratios would be expected. Indeed, some of the
galaxies seem to have [Mg/Fe] = 0. If SF occurs in bursts, which is
clearly happening often as well, SF time-scales will be short, since
the gas will be exhausted, and Mg/Fe could climb to larger val-
ues. For fainter galaxies, bursts are relatively more important (see
above), so that the scatter in Mg/Fe is also expected to be larger. The
fact that the Mg/Fe ratios for massive galaxies are large shows that
the stars must have formed from massive stars, in strong bursts, con-

Figure 3. Bottom: index–index diagram showing central line indices Mg b
and Fe 5015 (in Å) in circular apertures with radius 1.2 arcsec for the Sa
galaxies (in blue, with representative error bars), together with integrated
indices within re/8 for the early-type galaxies of paper VI (in red), and with
SSP stellar population models by Thomas et al. (2003). Here models are
plotted with [Mg/Fe] = 0 (solid lines) and 0.5 (dashed–dotted), ranging in
metallicity from Z = !2.25 to 0.35 and in age from t = 0.1 to 15 Gyr. The
models with the highest metallicity (Z = 0.35) and age (15 Gyr) have the
highest Mg b and Fe 5015 values. The black crosses are the central values
for the 10 spiral galaxies of Proctor & Sansom (2002), for which they claim
to have reliable corrections for H! emission. Top: [Mg/Fe] ratios calculated
from the "2 code (Paper VIII), calculated assuming the stellar populations
can be represented by an SSP. The four blue points filled in yellow are
NGC 1056, 2273, 4383 and 5953, objects with large central H! values, that
most likely cannot be fitted with SSP models.

sistent with H# measurements. For fainter galaxies SF must have
happened more slowly.

5.2 Comparison with the literature

Very few papers have presented absorption-line strengths for spiral
galaxies. One of them is the paper of Proctor & Sansom (2002),
which contains data for 15 spirals (type S0a–Sb). Their central data
are also shown in Figs 2 and 3. Not shown are the galaxies for which
Proctor & Sansom claim that their H! absorption line is unreliable
because of uncertainties in removing the emission. In general it
seems as if the sample of Proctor & Sansom (PS) has an offset in
Fe 5015 and in H!, as compared to ours. There is one galaxy in com-
mon: NGC 3623, for which their measurements are quite different:
H! (PS) = 1.664 ± 0.080 Å; $(H!) (PS–SAURON) = !0.245 Å;
Mg b (PS) = 4.803 ± 0.065 Å; $(Mg b) (PS–SAURON) = 0.676 Å;
Fe 5015 (PS) = 6.278 ± 0.165 Å; $(Fe 5015) (PS–SAURON) =
0.756 Å. It is unlikely that the difference in H! is caused by errors
in removing the H! emission, since this galaxy contains very little
emission (see Paper VII). The offsets in NGC 3623 are typical for
the offsets that we see for the sample as a whole. We do see that the
range in MgFe50 covered by the galaxies of the sample of Proctor &
Sansom (2002) is much smaller than in our SAURON galaxies. As
a result, Proctor & Sansom find fewer galaxies with recent SF than
we do. There is one galaxy in common with Proctor, Sansom & Reid
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Figure 2. Index–index diagram showing the central line indices H! and
MgFe50 (in Å) in circular apertures with radius 1.2 arcsec for the Sa galaxies
(in blue, with representative error bars), together with integrated indices
within re/8 (red) for the early-type galaxies of paper VI (in red), and with
SSP models by Thomas et al. (2003). Shown are models with [Mg/Fe] =
0. In the models metallicity goes up from left to right (from Z = !2.25 to
0.35) and age goes up from top to bottom (from 0.1 to 15 Gyr). The black
crosses are the central values for the 10 spiral galaxies of Proctor & Sansom
(2002), for which they claim to have reliable corrections for H! emission.

young and old stellar populations, implying that our "2 method
to derive the abundance ratio breaks down here. One can illustrate
this as follows: four of the spirals have been indicated with blue-
yellow open symbols. These four are the objects that deviate most
from the early-type galaxies and show apparently high [Mg/Fe] for
low central velocity dispersion. The objects are NGC 1056, 2273,
4383 and 5953. Inspection of their line strength maps shows that
all four have large central H! values, indicating objects in which a
significant fraction of the light comes from young ("1 Gyr) stellar
populations. These objects most likely cannot be fitted with SSP
models, so for those we cannot use the Mg b–Fe 5015 diagram to
derive their [Mg/Fe] abundance ratio.

Following the currently most popular explanation of nucleosyn-
thesis models Mg predominantly comes from Supernovae Type II,
while Fe mainly comes from Type Ia (Worthey, Faber & Gonzalez
1992; Weiss, Peletier & Matteucci 1995). The SF history of ellipti-
cal galaxies is thought to be such that most of the stars are formed
in the first Gyr, while this time-scale for spirals is supposed to be
much longer. Note, however, that there are several modes of SF in
spirals. If SF is quiescent, which is generally the case for late type
spirals, solar Mg/Fe ratios would be expected. Indeed, some of the
galaxies seem to have [Mg/Fe] = 0. If SF occurs in bursts, which is
clearly happening often as well, SF time-scales will be short, since
the gas will be exhausted, and Mg/Fe could climb to larger val-
ues. For fainter galaxies, bursts are relatively more important (see
above), so that the scatter in Mg/Fe is also expected to be larger. The
fact that the Mg/Fe ratios for massive galaxies are large shows that
the stars must have formed from massive stars, in strong bursts, con-

Figure 3. Bottom: index–index diagram showing central line indices Mg b
and Fe 5015 (in Å) in circular apertures with radius 1.2 arcsec for the Sa
galaxies (in blue, with representative error bars), together with integrated
indices within re/8 for the early-type galaxies of paper VI (in red), and with
SSP stellar population models by Thomas et al. (2003). Here models are
plotted with [Mg/Fe] = 0 (solid lines) and 0.5 (dashed–dotted), ranging in
metallicity from Z = !2.25 to 0.35 and in age from t = 0.1 to 15 Gyr. The
models with the highest metallicity (Z = 0.35) and age (15 Gyr) have the
highest Mg b and Fe 5015 values. The black crosses are the central values
for the 10 spiral galaxies of Proctor & Sansom (2002), for which they claim
to have reliable corrections for H! emission. Top: [Mg/Fe] ratios calculated
from the "2 code (Paper VIII), calculated assuming the stellar populations
can be represented by an SSP. The four blue points filled in yellow are
NGC 1056, 2273, 4383 and 5953, objects with large central H! values, that
most likely cannot be fitted with SSP models.

sistent with H# measurements. For fainter galaxies SF must have
happened more slowly.

5.2 Comparison with the literature

Very few papers have presented absorption-line strengths for spiral
galaxies. One of them is the paper of Proctor & Sansom (2002),
which contains data for 15 spirals (type S0a–Sb). Their central data
are also shown in Figs 2 and 3. Not shown are the galaxies for which
Proctor & Sansom claim that their H! absorption line is unreliable
because of uncertainties in removing the emission. In general it
seems as if the sample of Proctor & Sansom (PS) has an offset in
Fe 5015 and in H!, as compared to ours. There is one galaxy in com-
mon: NGC 3623, for which their measurements are quite different:
H! (PS) = 1.664 ± 0.080 Å; $(H!) (PS–SAURON) = !0.245 Å;
Mg b (PS) = 4.803 ± 0.065 Å; $(Mg b) (PS–SAURON) = 0.676 Å;
Fe 5015 (PS) = 6.278 ± 0.165 Å; $(Fe 5015) (PS–SAURON) =
0.756 Å. It is unlikely that the difference in H! is caused by errors
in removing the H! emission, since this galaxy contains very little
emission (see Paper VII). The offsets in NGC 3623 are typical for
the offsets that we see for the sample as a whole. We do see that the
range in MgFe50 covered by the galaxies of the sample of Proctor &
Sansom (2002) is much smaller than in our SAURON galaxies. As
a result, Proctor & Sansom find fewer galaxies with recent SF than
we do. There is one galaxy in common with Proctor, Sansom & Reid
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(cf. Thomas & Davies 05)

larger scatter in SSP-
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Figure 2. Index–index diagram showing the central line indices H! and
MgFe50 (in Å) in circular apertures with radius 1.2 arcsec for the Sa galaxies
(in blue, with representative error bars), together with integrated indices
within re/8 (red) for the early-type galaxies of paper VI (in red), and with
SSP models by Thomas et al. (2003). Shown are models with [Mg/Fe] =
0. In the models metallicity goes up from left to right (from Z = !2.25 to
0.35) and age goes up from top to bottom (from 0.1 to 15 Gyr). The black
crosses are the central values for the 10 spiral galaxies of Proctor & Sansom
(2002), for which they claim to have reliable corrections for H! emission.

young and old stellar populations, implying that our "2 method
to derive the abundance ratio breaks down here. One can illustrate
this as follows: four of the spirals have been indicated with blue-
yellow open symbols. These four are the objects that deviate most
from the early-type galaxies and show apparently high [Mg/Fe] for
low central velocity dispersion. The objects are NGC 1056, 2273,
4383 and 5953. Inspection of their line strength maps shows that
all four have large central H! values, indicating objects in which a
significant fraction of the light comes from young ("1 Gyr) stellar
populations. These objects most likely cannot be fitted with SSP
models, so for those we cannot use the Mg b–Fe 5015 diagram to
derive their [Mg/Fe] abundance ratio.

Following the currently most popular explanation of nucleosyn-
thesis models Mg predominantly comes from Supernovae Type II,
while Fe mainly comes from Type Ia (Worthey, Faber & Gonzalez
1992; Weiss, Peletier & Matteucci 1995). The SF history of ellipti-
cal galaxies is thought to be such that most of the stars are formed
in the first Gyr, while this time-scale for spirals is supposed to be
much longer. Note, however, that there are several modes of SF in
spirals. If SF is quiescent, which is generally the case for late type
spirals, solar Mg/Fe ratios would be expected. Indeed, some of the
galaxies seem to have [Mg/Fe] = 0. If SF occurs in bursts, which is
clearly happening often as well, SF time-scales will be short, since
the gas will be exhausted, and Mg/Fe could climb to larger val-
ues. For fainter galaxies, bursts are relatively more important (see
above), so that the scatter in Mg/Fe is also expected to be larger. The
fact that the Mg/Fe ratios for massive galaxies are large shows that
the stars must have formed from massive stars, in strong bursts, con-

Figure 3. Bottom: index–index diagram showing central line indices Mg b
and Fe 5015 (in Å) in circular apertures with radius 1.2 arcsec for the Sa
galaxies (in blue, with representative error bars), together with integrated
indices within re/8 for the early-type galaxies of paper VI (in red), and with
SSP stellar population models by Thomas et al. (2003). Here models are
plotted with [Mg/Fe] = 0 (solid lines) and 0.5 (dashed–dotted), ranging in
metallicity from Z = !2.25 to 0.35 and in age from t = 0.1 to 15 Gyr. The
models with the highest metallicity (Z = 0.35) and age (15 Gyr) have the
highest Mg b and Fe 5015 values. The black crosses are the central values
for the 10 spiral galaxies of Proctor & Sansom (2002), for which they claim
to have reliable corrections for H! emission. Top: [Mg/Fe] ratios calculated
from the "2 code (Paper VIII), calculated assuming the stellar populations
can be represented by an SSP. The four blue points filled in yellow are
NGC 1056, 2273, 4383 and 5953, objects with large central H! values, that
most likely cannot be fitted with SSP models.

sistent with H# measurements. For fainter galaxies SF must have
happened more slowly.

5.2 Comparison with the literature

Very few papers have presented absorption-line strengths for spiral
galaxies. One of them is the paper of Proctor & Sansom (2002),
which contains data for 15 spirals (type S0a–Sb). Their central data
are also shown in Figs 2 and 3. Not shown are the galaxies for which
Proctor & Sansom claim that their H! absorption line is unreliable
because of uncertainties in removing the emission. In general it
seems as if the sample of Proctor & Sansom (PS) has an offset in
Fe 5015 and in H!, as compared to ours. There is one galaxy in com-
mon: NGC 3623, for which their measurements are quite different:
H! (PS) = 1.664 ± 0.080 Å; $(H!) (PS–SAURON) = !0.245 Å;
Mg b (PS) = 4.803 ± 0.065 Å; $(Mg b) (PS–SAURON) = 0.676 Å;
Fe 5015 (PS) = 6.278 ± 0.165 Å; $(Fe 5015) (PS–SAURON) =
0.756 Å. It is unlikely that the difference in H! is caused by errors
in removing the H! emission, since this galaxy contains very little
emission (see Paper VII). The offsets in NGC 3623 are typical for
the offsets that we see for the sample as a whole. We do see that the
range in MgFe50 covered by the galaxies of the sample of Proctor &
Sansom (2002) is much smaller than in our SAURON galaxies. As
a result, Proctor & Sansom find fewer galaxies with recent SF than
we do. There is one galaxy in common with Proctor, Sansom & Reid
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Figure 2. Index–index diagram showing the central line indices H! and
MgFe50 (in Å) in circular apertures with radius 1.2 arcsec for the Sa galaxies
(in blue, with representative error bars), together with integrated indices
within re/8 (red) for the early-type galaxies of paper VI (in red), and with
SSP models by Thomas et al. (2003). Shown are models with [Mg/Fe] =
0. In the models metallicity goes up from left to right (from Z = !2.25 to
0.35) and age goes up from top to bottom (from 0.1 to 15 Gyr). The black
crosses are the central values for the 10 spiral galaxies of Proctor & Sansom
(2002), for which they claim to have reliable corrections for H! emission.

young and old stellar populations, implying that our "2 method
to derive the abundance ratio breaks down here. One can illustrate
this as follows: four of the spirals have been indicated with blue-
yellow open symbols. These four are the objects that deviate most
from the early-type galaxies and show apparently high [Mg/Fe] for
low central velocity dispersion. The objects are NGC 1056, 2273,
4383 and 5953. Inspection of their line strength maps shows that
all four have large central H! values, indicating objects in which a
significant fraction of the light comes from young ("1 Gyr) stellar
populations. These objects most likely cannot be fitted with SSP
models, so for those we cannot use the Mg b–Fe 5015 diagram to
derive their [Mg/Fe] abundance ratio.

Following the currently most popular explanation of nucleosyn-
thesis models Mg predominantly comes from Supernovae Type II,
while Fe mainly comes from Type Ia (Worthey, Faber & Gonzalez
1992; Weiss, Peletier & Matteucci 1995). The SF history of ellipti-
cal galaxies is thought to be such that most of the stars are formed
in the first Gyr, while this time-scale for spirals is supposed to be
much longer. Note, however, that there are several modes of SF in
spirals. If SF is quiescent, which is generally the case for late type
spirals, solar Mg/Fe ratios would be expected. Indeed, some of the
galaxies seem to have [Mg/Fe] = 0. If SF occurs in bursts, which is
clearly happening often as well, SF time-scales will be short, since
the gas will be exhausted, and Mg/Fe could climb to larger val-
ues. For fainter galaxies, bursts are relatively more important (see
above), so that the scatter in Mg/Fe is also expected to be larger. The
fact that the Mg/Fe ratios for massive galaxies are large shows that
the stars must have formed from massive stars, in strong bursts, con-

Figure 3. Bottom: index–index diagram showing central line indices Mg b
and Fe 5015 (in Å) in circular apertures with radius 1.2 arcsec for the Sa
galaxies (in blue, with representative error bars), together with integrated
indices within re/8 for the early-type galaxies of paper VI (in red), and with
SSP stellar population models by Thomas et al. (2003). Here models are
plotted with [Mg/Fe] = 0 (solid lines) and 0.5 (dashed–dotted), ranging in
metallicity from Z = !2.25 to 0.35 and in age from t = 0.1 to 15 Gyr. The
models with the highest metallicity (Z = 0.35) and age (15 Gyr) have the
highest Mg b and Fe 5015 values. The black crosses are the central values
for the 10 spiral galaxies of Proctor & Sansom (2002), for which they claim
to have reliable corrections for H! emission. Top: [Mg/Fe] ratios calculated
from the "2 code (Paper VIII), calculated assuming the stellar populations
can be represented by an SSP. The four blue points filled in yellow are
NGC 1056, 2273, 4383 and 5953, objects with large central H! values, that
most likely cannot be fitted with SSP models.

sistent with H# measurements. For fainter galaxies SF must have
happened more slowly.

5.2 Comparison with the literature

Very few papers have presented absorption-line strengths for spiral
galaxies. One of them is the paper of Proctor & Sansom (2002),
which contains data for 15 spirals (type S0a–Sb). Their central data
are also shown in Figs 2 and 3. Not shown are the galaxies for which
Proctor & Sansom claim that their H! absorption line is unreliable
because of uncertainties in removing the emission. In general it
seems as if the sample of Proctor & Sansom (PS) has an offset in
Fe 5015 and in H!, as compared to ours. There is one galaxy in com-
mon: NGC 3623, for which their measurements are quite different:
H! (PS) = 1.664 ± 0.080 Å; $(H!) (PS–SAURON) = !0.245 Å;
Mg b (PS) = 4.803 ± 0.065 Å; $(Mg b) (PS–SAURON) = 0.676 Å;
Fe 5015 (PS) = 6.278 ± 0.165 Å; $(Fe 5015) (PS–SAURON) =
0.756 Å. It is unlikely that the difference in H! is caused by errors
in removing the H! emission, since this galaxy contains very little
emission (see Paper VII). The offsets in NGC 3623 are typical for
the offsets that we see for the sample as a whole. We do see that the
range in MgFe50 covered by the galaxies of the sample of Proctor &
Sansom (2002) is much smaller than in our SAURON galaxies. As
a result, Proctor & Sansom find fewer galaxies with recent SF than
we do. There is one galaxy in common with Proctor, Sansom & Reid
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So what is going here?

Highly-inclined (edge-on) samples like Falcón-Barroso+ 

(2002), Jablonka+ (2007) show older populations in 

(outer) bulges than face-on samples (cf. Peletier & 

Balcells 1996)

seen (roughly) directly in Peletier+ sample, which has 

both face-on and (nearly) edge-on galaxies

seems to imply disk contamination in even early-type 

bulges 

this may be too simplistic: need at least multiple 

populations, with young populations confined ~ to 

disk scale height



Ganda+07: SAURON 

“bulges” (Sb-Sd)

Ganda+ (2007) find that centers of late-type spirals are 

younger and more metal-poor than the centers of 

early-type galaxies
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blue: SAURON Sa’s
black: SAURON late-
types



Interestingly, scatter in 

SSP-equivalent 

parameters smaller in 

centers of late-type 

spirals

much more disk 

contamination? or 

more “gentle” SF 

processes?
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["/Fe]~0 for nearly all late-type spirals, (almost) 

independent of position in galaxy
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Figure 16. Left-hand panel: index–index diagram showing Fe5015 against Mgb for the central aperture of our late-type spirals (black symbols), while the red
symbols are the E and S0 (within a 1.335 arcsec central aperture) and the blue ones the Sa (central aperture), observed with SAURON. The solid lines represent
the SSP models from Thomas et al. (2003), limited to models with solar abundance ratios; the dashed lines correspond instead to the models with [Mg/Fe] =
0.5. Middle panel: same as the previous, for the ‘bulge region’ apertures of the 18 late-type spirals only. Right-hand panel: same as the previous, for the ‘disc
region’ apertures of the 18 late-type spirals only; in the middle and right-hand panels we only plot the model grid for solar abundance ratios. All the indices are
expressed as equivalent width and measured in Å; the three panels share the same vertical axis. Representative error bars are added at the bottom right-hand
side of each panel; the black one refers to both the early- and late-type spiral samples, while the red one refers to the E/S0 galaxies.
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Figure 17. Line strength indices (in Å) as function of morphological type. Black symbols are our sample galaxies (central aperture), red are the E and S0
(central 1.335-arcsec aperture) and blue the Sa galaxies (central aperture) of the SAURON survey. The left-hand panel refers to H!, the middle one to Fe5015
and the right-hand panel to Mgb. Representative error bars are added at the bottom right-hand side of each panel; the black one refers to both the early- and
late-type spiral samples, while the red one refers to the E/S0 galaxies.

the same table, we also list the average value of the indices in the
three samples, together with their standard deviation and the stan-
dard deviation after subtraction of the observational errors, which
indicates the amount of scatter that cannot be explained by the
errors.

5.3 Index–velocity dispersion relation

Fig. 18 shows the central Mgb and H! indices against the central ve-
locity dispersion of the stars (see Table 1), in the left- and right-hand
panels, respectively. As in the previous figures, the black symbols
represent the late-type galaxies, the red the ellipticals and lenticulars
and the blue the Sa observed with SAURON (central apertures). In
these plots we express the indices in magnitudes, as it is often done
in the literature, using the definition

index! = "2.5 log

!

1 " index
"#

"

, (2)

where index and index! are measured, respectively, in Å and mag-
nitudes and "# is the width of the index bandpass (cf. Paper VI for
the full index definition).

A tight and well-known relation between magnesium indices
(Mgb! or Mg2) and $ holds for ellipticals (see e.g. Terlevich
et al. 1981; Burstein et al. 1988; Bender, Burstein & Faber 1993;
Jørgensen et al. 1996; Colless et al. 1999; Falcón-Barroso et al.
2002; Bernardi et al. 2003; Worthey & Collobert 2003; Denicoló
et al. 2005). In Fig. 18 (left-hand panel), we overplot with a black
solid line the relation obtained by Jørgensen et al. (1996) for a sam-
ple of 207 E and S0 galaxies in 10 clusters:

Mg2 = 0.196 log($ ) " 0.155, (3)

after having converted the Mg2 index to Mgb! using a least-squares
fit to all the models from Vazdekis et al. (1996) with Mg2 > 0.10,
holding the relation

Mgb! = 0.489 # Mg2 + 0.014. (4)
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8 face-on, mostly Sc galaxies taken with GMOS
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MacArthur+ attempted to 

fit SSPs to their data and 

were unimpressed with 

the results...

using line strengths 

(from BC03)

gradients were 

strongly dependent 

on exact lines used

using (BC03) spectra

poor fits and highly 

age-metallicity 

degenerate
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Decided to fit 

composite 

populations to 

entire spectra

note: Ganda+07 

also found that 

composite 

population fits 

better match 

their data
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Need multiple populations 

to fit spectra: old + young, 

little intermediate age, 

some very young

light usually dominated 

by young populations
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Need multiple populations 

to fit spectra: old + young, 

little intermediate age, 

some very young

light usually dominated 

by young populations

but mass always 

dominated by old 

population (>70%, 

typically ~90%)
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Question: are these fits unique?

Cf. MOPED (e.g., Panter+07), VESPA (Tojeiro+07), 

STEC(K)MAP (Ocvirk+06ab) 

Some problems with these fits:

Emission lines ignored, not fit: lose Balmer line 

information and depend on spectral shape

No ["/Fe]-enhancement (but probably only important 

in UGC 2124)

Dust must be (and is) included in fit: modeled 

correctly?

Full-spectrum fits notoriously sensitive to missing or 

badly-modeled stellar phases: e.g., Maraston+ 2006 

and Conroy+ 2008



Summary of bulge stellar 

populations

Face-on bulges/centers:

light dominated by young/intermediate-age 

populations

mass probably dominated by old populations

Edge-on bulges/centers

light and mass dominated by old populations 

(excepting boxy/peanut or blue bulges)



Metallicity and ["/Fe] decrease with decreasing central 

#

just like ellipticals and S0s at the same #’s

... and with increasing T-type

i.e., late-type bulges are metal-poor and have ~solar 

abundance ratios



What do we still not know?

How do bulges form?

How important are secular processes? Mergers?

Balance between “bulge” and “inner disk”

Are the young stars “disk” populations or some other, 

bulge-like (pseudo-bulge?) population?

Peletier+ associate “sigma-drops” in bulges, caused 

by dynamically cold structures, with young 

populations, but connection is unclear: there are old 

sigma-drop galaxies



What’s going on in the 

Milky Way?

MW is old in its light 

and mass for its size

Thomas & Davies (2005) 

suggest MW may have a 

positive age gradient: 

we’re only seeing the old, 

outside edge of the bulge

seen in ~1/3 of Sc 

galaxies (Moorthy & 

Holtzman06, MacArthur

+09)

Stellar populations in bulges 595

[MgFe]’
1 2 3 4 5

1

2

3

MW M31

Figure 6. H! versus [MgFe]’ in the central regions of bulges and ellipticals. Symbol type and size denote Hubble type and central velocity dispersion,
respectively, as shown in the legend. The bold black crosses connected by lines are from Nelan et al. (2005). Each bold cross represents the mean of
approximately 700 early-type galaxies. The magenta crosses are galaxies from Trager et al. (1998) that were classified as elliptical and had H! uncertainty
less than 0.2 and velocity dispersion uncertainty less than or equal to 10 km s!1. The green symbols are bulges and ellipticals from Proctor & Sansom (2002).
The MW (Puzia et al. 2002) and M31 (Puzia et al. 2005) are shown as ‘+’ symbols. Bulges from this work are shown in blue or red as in Fig. 1 or in black if
no colour information is available. As in Fig. 1, the filled symbols are barred galaxies, the thick open symbols are b/p bulges, and the thin open symbols are
unbarred galaxies or elliptical-shaped bulges. Our five metal-poor (MP) bulges are marked with an additional blue dot. TMB’s models are superimposed on
the plot. If a point has an accompanying vertical line segment, its location relative to the model grid was determined using an average of the other four Balmer
indices, instead of H!. The other end of the line segment shows the H! value. If a point does not have an accompanying vertical line segment, its location
relative to the model grid does not change much depending on which Balmer index is plotted versus [MgFe]’.

ter space defined by morphology, kinematics, and dynamics is only
sparsely sampled in this study. A considerably larger galaxy sam-
ple is required to definitively determine whether or not barred and
unbarred galaxies follow the same scaling relations.

The central regions of our three barred S0s with disc-like structure
and kinematics (filled black circles) have supersolar SSP metallic-
ities and "/Fe ratios and two of the three have large SSP ages. If
all discs formed stars on long time-scales (several Gyr), we would
expect them to have small "/Fe ratios, like the MW disc at the solar
neighbourhood, since interstellar medium (ISM)-enrichment would
eventually be dominated by SNe Ia. The ‘luminous inner discs’ of
these S0s have not had such a star formation history. Peletier et al.
(1999) found that the Sombrero galaxy is also dominated by a fast
rotating disc whose [Mg/Fe] is similar not to other discs but to el-
lipticals of similar mass as the Sombrero.

4.2 Line-strength gradients

Figs 8 and 9 show [MgFe]’ profiles in our galaxies. The open squares
and filled triangles show points that were and were not corrected for

[N I] 5199 emission, respectively; the correction was seldom per-
formed. The solid and dotted vertical lines indicate where the ratio
of bulge to disc light is 2 and 1/2, respectively, as determined from
the B/D. We performed linear least-squares fits to the [MgFe]’ pro-
files separately in the bulge- and disc-dominated regions, selecting
the points to include based on the B/D but making exceptions where
they seemed appropriate (such as when the bar was fit as a bulge; see
Section 3.8). We usually avoided the transition region from bulge
to disc dominance. The best-fitting lines are shown in red. The
discrepancy due to scattered light between our Fe5335 profile of
NGC 3384 and published ones (see Section 3.6) does not affect
[MgFe]’ significantly. The [MgFe]’ profile obtained by Fisher et al.
(1996) for NGC 3384 (green curve in Fig. 8) shows good agreement
with ours.

Most galaxies have negative [MgFe]’ gradients (decreasing
[MgFe]’ with increasing radius) in the bulge-dominated region.
[MgFe]’ generally decreases steadily from the galaxy centre to the
solid vertical lines, beyond which the slope of the profile changes. In
low-inclination galaxies and along the major-axes of inclined galax-
ies, [MgFe]’ is usually larger just outside the solid vertical lines than
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APOGEE: what we need 

from you!

Age and composition of inner disk and any age 

gradient in the bulge

Can we reconcile the old MW bulge with other 

bulges of similar mass? 

Good NIR spectra of TP-AGB stars (please)!

...and any other high-metallicity, cool giants you can 

give us


